BR 35 /12 C

The race is always won in the corners.
The new BR 35/12 C scrubber drier.

Turn into a winner.
It has never been easier to manoeuvre around obstacles when cleaning. The new BR 35/12 C with KART – Kärcher
Advanced Response Technology – has turned cleaning into driving pleasure. With its car-like steering and light weight, the
BR 35/12 C is an extremely agile and mobile machine, which requires minimal physical effort from the operator. The roller
brush head, which can pivot 200° in both directions, makes cleaning even in tight corners more productive and more fun. It‘s
time to take the wheel.
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Extremely agile and mobile.
Thanks to the innovative KART (Kärcher Advanced Response Technology) steering concept, the BR 35/12 C can clean
right up to edges and be driven away from walls at any angle. When it gets into a corner or tight spot, the machine can
simply be steered out again, whilst continuing to scrub and dry the floor. The height-adjustable steering wheel allows
operators of any size to set their ideal working position. The folding steering column makes it easy to secure for transport,
which is made even easier thanks to the machine’s built-in tie-down points.

The roller brush head of the new BR 35/12 C is an outstanding
technical innovation: It can be rotated up to 200°. The floor is
scrubbed and dried regardless of the position of the steering
wheel.
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This means that every part of the full circle is covered, finally
eliminating missed spots when cleaning, and leaving the whole
floor completely dry. In the parking position, all pressure is taken
off the brushes to prevent any damage.
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Built-in pre-sweep speeds up floor preparation
Thanks to the sweeping function of the BR 35/12 C,
precautionary measures can now be dispensed with.
The integrated sweep bin collects smaller objects such as
stones, scraps, leaves and wood chips, and prevents them
from blocking the suction bar.
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Faster, longer, lighter
The brand new high-performance battery for the BR 35/12 C is
extremely light. The resulting low weight of the machine noticeably
improves handling and mobility, especially on staircases. The
quick charging times (50 % = 1 h, 100 % = 3 h), the ability to
partially charge the battery without losing capacity and a life
span that is three times longer (in comparison to conventional
batteries) help you to carry out your work efficiently and
safeguard your investment in the machine.
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Easy storage and transport
Equipment storage space is always tight. The steering column
of the BR 35/12 C folds up quickly and easily, opening up some
completely new possibilities, like transportation by vehicle.
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5 The next level of efficiency
The unique Kärcher eco!efficiency mode is a milestone on the path
towards sustainability: it utilises energy and resources intelligently.
Power is no longer needed in stand-by mode, reducing CO2
emissions. Water consumption is reduced, producing less waste
water. At the same time, the run time is extended, the noise level
is reduced and significant time is saved.

3 Luxurious operating comfort
The steering wheel of the new BR 35/12 C does not only
provide a completely new driving experience; it also serves
as the central information hub. It houses the main operating
controls and displays for the brushes, suction, eco!efficiency
mode and fresh water switches. Ergonomic and clear design.
The water quantity adjustment is also easy to access.
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You have to experience it yourself.
Unique driving experiences can only be assessed from behind the wheel. Time to take the new BR 35/12 C
for a test drive. Now available from your local Kärcher distributor.

Technical data

Accessories

Brush working width

mm

350

Order No.

Description

Vacuum working width

mm

450

Brush, white

4.037-036.0

soft

Area performance

m2 / h

1,400

Brush, red

4.037-031.0

medium, standard

Intake performance

W

500

Brush, orange

4.037-037.0

high/low

Fresh water/waste water tank

l

12 / 12

Brush, green

4.037-038.0

hard

Brush contact pressure

g / cm2

150

Brush, black

4.037-039.0

very hard

Brush speed

rpm

700 – 1,500

Pad roller shaft

4.762-009.0

Battery

V/Ah

25.2/21

Roller pads on sleeve, yellow

6.369-053.0

soft

Charging Voltage

V

220 – 240

Roller pads on sleeve, red

6.369-047.0

medium

Charging Frequency

Hz

50 – 60

Roller pads on sleeve, green

6.369-052.0

hard

Weight

kg

35

Microfibre roller

4.037-040.0

Dimensions (L x W x H)

mm

450 × 1,000 × 1,300

Features
Roller brush



2-tank system



Mains operation

–

Battery and charger included



Variable contact pressure



Transport wheels



Order number

1.783-450.0

 Included in delivery.
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Suction lip set, standard

4.037-035.0

Filling aid

6.680-124.0

oil-resistant, polyurethane
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Perfect means simple and clean
The fresh water distributor strip of the BR 35/12 C is easy to access
and easy to clean. And it is impossible to remount the suction lip
incorrectly when changing it.
Performance is all a matter of setting
Depending on the floor texture and the task at hand, the contact
pressure of the BR 35/12 C can be adjusted in four steps.
The machine’s handling is adjusted accordingly: the higher the contact
pressure, the faster the feed.
Brush replacement made easy
The BR 35/12 C’s brush can be replaced with no tools at all in a
matter of seconds, making it easy to always fit the right brush for the
job or to replace a worn brush. Saving lots of time, every time. And
that adds up.

Quality, piece by piece
Good ideas deserve high-quality implementation. The
high-quality workmanship of the BR 35/12 C is apparent from the
first glance. Each individual part is stress tested, as is the fullyassembled machine. We also ensure that it operates quietly.
Colour trends for safe operation
Yellow controls indicate operator contact points. Grey panels
highlight service points. The standardised Kärcher colour coding
eliminates any confusion and possible oversights.
Quick disposal
The dirty water tank of the BR 35/12 C is easy to detach and can be
emptied in practically any available drain.
Clean Sweep Hire Limited
Unit 1 Albert Point, Albert Street,
Droylsden, Manchester. M43 7ZH
CALL FOR HIRE, SALES OR ADVICE
info@cleansweep.co.uk
www.cleansweep.co.uk

Tel: 0844 967 1930

